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What is scaling science?

A play on words

Science of scaling

Scaling scientific 
research results

• Empirical understanding of 
scaling and how it can 
increase likelihood that 
innovations benefit society

• Principles-based, practical 
approach to scaling impacts 
of research for the public 
good



• Review of ~150 research projects

• In-depth case studies

• Across a  range of disciplines



The science of scaling: A principles-based approach



CASE STUDY



→The choice to scale must be 

justified

→Based on a balance of 

evidence and values

→Choice must be shared



→ Technical study showing shelf 

stability of fortified, unrefined 

oil 

→Addressing a widely identified 

health risk and complementing 

government policy

→ Clear local economic benefit



→More is not necessarily better

→ Scaling produces a collection 

of impacts

→ Balance magnitude, variety, 

equity, sustainability



→ Increases in vitamin A levels in the 

target regions (magnitude)

→ Ability of enterprises to meet demand 

in the regions (variety)

→ Cost effectiveness of production 

(sustainability)

→ Assessment of benefits for lowest-

income households (equity)



→ Scaling occurs in complex 

systems

→ Requires a flexible scaling 

process

→ Coordination connects an 

evolving set of actors



Discovery Optimal Scale

discovery scientists

academic funders

trial researchers

production engineers manufacturers

impact funders private investment

government

distributors

retailers

consumers



→ Scaling is an intervention that 

can be evaluated

→ Generates dynamic change

→ Measure a collection of 

impacts, not just impact at a 

particular level or scale



→ Nutritional monitoring

→ Effectiveness of the 

commercial approach

→ Consideration of packaging 

and volumes
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How to apply these principles in R4D?

Science of scaling

Scaling scientific 
research results

• Empirical understanding of 
scaling and how it can 
increase likelihood that 
innovations benefit society

• Principles-based, practical 
approach to scaling impacts 
of research for the public 
good



www.idrc.ca/en/research-in-action/scaling-science

→Guidance for researchers 

interested in scaling to 

incorporate these principles 

throughout a research project

→Continued learning about 

scaling for impact through 

new applications and case 

studies

http://www.idrc.ca/en/research-in-action/scaling-science


THANK-YOU


